
From the days of black and white photographs and then colour, we caught up 

with player, captain and coach, Gareth Hopkin 

 

Gareth when did you first become an egg chaser? 

 

An educator? 

 

No, an egg chaser (laughs) 

 

I was brought up in a mining village in south Wales so it was rugby from day one really. 

 

So you played at school 

 

Yes, I went to the local grammar school, Ogmore Vale Grammar school and one of my closest friends 

who grew up around the corner for me was Lyn Davies, the Olympic long jumper.  We went to the 

same school but he was a few years ahead of me.  Eventually I was captain of the school team and I 

was a contemporary of and played with J P R Williams, J J Williams, John Bevan, so I was in very good 

company. 

 

Indeed you were, but was it that attracted you to play rugby. 

 

(Laughs) well it is a religion in Wales isn’t it, everyone plays rugby in the valleys.  It was what was 

expected of you.  You had no chances to play chess or hockey, it was rugby, rugby, rugby. 

 

You could have been a singer? 

 

I am the only person to have come out of South Wales who can’t sing and didn’t play schoolboy 

rugby for Wales. 

 

Ah well, never mind. So how did it come about that you came up to the north west of England? 

 

When I left school I went to Chester PE College and I spent three years there.  I was captain of the 

College team with players like Billy Lyon from Orrell, Geoff Jackson who had a major career at 

Waterloo - we were all playing around the same time.  But in my very final term at College, I was 

captain at the Caldy 7s and I injured my knee badly.  Initially they thought it was ligaments but it was 

far more serious than that.  I had compressed a nerve and I was paralysed from the knee down to 

the foot.  This meant that I was in a callipers for two years.  The funny thing was a couple of hours 

before I got this injury at Caldy, a Waterloo official asked me would I consider joining Waterloo the 

following year.  Well I was looking for a teaching appointment so I thought that would great, but 

then in the semi-final I damaged my knee.  I did get a teaching position and the kids used to call me 

‘Ironside’, after the TV character due to the callipers.  It has never fully recovered, but it partially 

recovered and I thought I’d give rugby a go again and I eventually came to Waterloo.  I must have 

missed three or four seasons of a rugby career. 

 



Where were you teaching at that time? 

 

I was at Highfield Comprehensive, Broadgreen then and I eventually ended up at Manor in Crosby. 

 

So that was pretty handy for Waterloo. 

 

Absolutely, very much so and I think within two years I became captain of Waterloo. 

 

That would be the 1973-74 season? 

 

Yes, and that was the first time that we won the Lancashire Cup. 

 

What memories do you have of that team? 

 

Some of them are still around 

 

Thankfully 

 

Steve Christo, Phil Mahon, Lol Connor, Geoff Jackson plus many others but it was a great time really.  

I played up until 1978 when Dave Carfoot came along and took my place in the team.  I was on the 

bench when we went to Twickenham.  In fact, I was captain of the bench!  My responsibilities were 

to sit on the two replacement shirts, numbers 16 and 17.  You only had two replacements that day 

and you could only come on for an injury.  So I had the distinction of holding onto the 16 and 17 

shirts. 

 

The was the John Player Cup final. 

 

Yes, in 1977 and then 1979 I had retired and became first team coach and I had that role up until 

1992, I think.  So it was a long initial stint and that was when Waterloo started to take off and 

become one of the best teams in the country 

 

How did it come about that you ended up coaching? 

 

Well, I had always been captain of the various teams, at school, College and Waterloo and I was not 

exactly shy of expressing my opinion (Laughs).  So coaching kept me in the game and I thoroughly 

enjoyed it.  I was a bit of a student of the game of rugby union and it was a great opportunity for me 

to see what I could do with a team and I was grateful that Waterloo gave me that opportunity. 

 

Which do you prefer, playing or coaching? 

 

Oh, that’s not easy to answer as it is either one or the other really.  You play until you stop, when 

you become ineffective on the field and then you have the opportunity to coach, so I really enjoyed 

both.  But of course, you need to be a different sort of person when you are coaching as the one 

making the decisions and deciding the game plans and that sort of thing. They were both enjoyable 



and I would not split one from the other, but coaching you can do for a longer period of time. 

 

I guess so.  What else was it that you learned as a coach as your experience developed? 

 

I did a lot of work, study of the game and talking to other coaches.  I wasn’t shy of asking people how 

they went about certain practices.  I was always looking to build things into my coaching armoury 

and you just have to bend what you had learned to suit your players. 

 

Lol Connor has described you as “the original innovator at Waterloo”.  Why do you think that he said 

that? 

 

Well Lol and I were team mates to start with.  We made our debuts together and when I became 

coach he became captain, a post he kept for six years.  As a student of the game, as a PE teacher I 

could develop practices and we became more professional. 

 

What you mean by that? 

 

Well, you train to play and you play as you train.  We had to make training as realistic as possible and 

there were some hard sessions in those days.  But that was the attitude that both a Lol and I brought 

to the training.  The harder you trained, the better prepared you were for Saturday.  That was my 

whole philosophy of coaching. 

 

Beyond that, how did you try to get the best out of your players? 

 

You have got to treat each person as an individual but the whole essence of teamwork is “we and 

us”, not “I and me” so everyone has to join in with what is best for the team.  You don’t have time 

for prima donnas so it is really important that the captain and the coach are on the same page.  I 

coached for 12 years and I only had three captains - Lol for six , Jim Sydall for three and Sean 

Gallagher for three.  We very much had a ‘boot room’ attitude - this is the way we do it at Waterloo . 

. . and you just add things on.  Some have asked me why I did not have other coaches and the 

answer to that was simple - I did have other coaches.  I had 15 of them as the players were the other 

coaches.  A new player would come to Waterloo and it was the players already there that would 

show them the rounds and what was expected as well as me.  So we were a group all together. 

 

It sounds like you had a tight unit. 

 

We were a very tight unit and we became friends and what I would like to emphasise is that I had 

great support from the Presidents and ‘the committee’ as we called it in those days.  We also had a 

fixture secretary, a treasurer, a club secretary and they were all part of the team.  They got to know 

the players, the parents of the players and that all helped us to become a family.  That was very 

important as it’s not just the coach’s responsibility, it is the club as well.  They were good days. 

 

And I think we still have them, when we’re allowed to play. 

 



Yes, yes I am very impressed with the current Board as most of them were brought up playing for 

Waterloo. 

 

Although you talked about having a good team and a tight unit, you are certainly not afraid of 

expressing your opinions.  How did that go with some of the players? 

 

I think the players actually enjoyed it in a perverse way.  They all had very responsible jobs and it 

was a relief to come to training and have someone else ordering them around, ‘sergeant-majoring’ 

them.  In some ways it was cathartic.  The expression I always used was ‘put the ball away’ - we all 

knew that once the training had finished, we were back to being friends as a group together.  They 

expected hard training and that’s what they got and we have remained close ever since those days. 

I do remember one pre-season when, given the intensity of our work that I delayed the start of 

training for a few weeks.  After a fortnight, I was inundated with calls from players’ wives as they 

wanted their men out of the house and the players too were desperate to resume training! 

 

You must have some stories in your locker that you can share. I’m expecting you to ‘dish the dirt’ 

here. 

 

I’ll tell you one story which is absolutely true, but no one believes it.  We were playing in the national 

merit tables and we had a 100% record and we needed to win our final game against Northampton 

to make sure that we were promoted.  Lol Connor was one of the key players and he rang me five 

minutes before kick-off to say that he was stuck in work and he wouldn’t be able to get to the 

ground for 20 minutes at least.  In those days you only had two replacements and they could only 

come on in the case of an injury.  So remember, we’re playing Northampton and I spoke with captain 

Jim Sydall and we decided that we’d say nothing to the referee or the opposition and start the game 

with 14 players.  And that is exactly what happened.  We played for 20 minutes with 14 then all of a 

sudden, Lol is running along the touch line and of course we want him on.  The referee was 

bamboozled as no one had gone off; the opposition too were bamboozled and we explained then 

that we had been playing with 14 men!  I don’t ink the crowd knew either.  So Lol came on and we 

managed to win and keep our 100% record, but it was quite an interesting experience- the biggest 

‘con’ going on at Waterloo.  We got away with it despite it being fraught in the last 20 minutes.  

That’s one interesting story, well I think so anyway. 

 

So do I - any other stories that you would like to share? 

 

Oh dear, I don’t think I can as I’d probably be put in gaol. (Laughing) No, this is going to be printed - 

we had a great spirit and a great time.  In those days we were expected to win around 30 games 

against the top teams in the Country, scoring 1,000 points.  There were few teams that we did not 

beat, the Bristols, the Baths and I think we became not just one of the best teams in the north, but in 

the country.  We got promoted to what would now be called the Premiership and we led that for 

part of the season.  We were a very competitive team. 

 

C’mon . . . there must be something legal you can share? 

 



Well I can tell you this and it is true!  We had a match against Cardiff that meant a very early start on 

Saturday.  Key players had dropped out so I asked David Reed to phone Dave Crank at 8am to ask 

him to play.  Dave politely declined, so I thought that I would telephone him to let him know how 

much we needed him, as without any subtlety, we were desperate.  Dave kindly agreed despite 

needing to be back home as early as possible to continue preparations for his upcoming law 

examinations.  Dave dutifully joined the team at the Little Chef on the way to Cardiff and I arranged 

for him to have a lift back with Malcolm Roberts.  Thinking that all had gone to plan, you can imagine 

my surprise at midnight to see Dave Crank in the centre of Cardiff clearly having enjoyed the 

hospitality of our hosts.  Those were great days. 

 

I remember them well, Gareth.  Tell us about your ethos to playing and coaching rugby. 

 

Well, basically you’ve got to have an effective game plan with which the players are comfortable. 

You play to your strengths.  I don’t believe it when coaches come along and say “this is the way 

we’re going to play”.  You have to look at the players and what they are capable of.  That doesn’t 

mean that we can’t add things on as the season and years progress, but basically if you are training 

twice a week, the players have to be comfortable and you get the best out of them by playing to 

their strengths.  Don’t worry about so-called complicated game plans, just get an effective plan. 

That has clearly worked for you.   

 

Looking back on your time rugby, what is the ONE significant memory that you have? 

 

It’s all about friendships that I have developed with players, officials that has given me the greatest 

satisfaction.  We produced a very good team at Waterloo and many of the players played for the 

north of England and so forth. They weren’t schoolboy stars, we developed players in those days 

such as Maurice Cotter, Ian Aitchison who had come from other clubs.  We brought in Nick Allott 

and Nigel Wilkinson from Southport and developed them.  It was a whole club process with 

everyone on the same hymn sheet.  We did have arguments, but once they were over then we were 

all together as one. 

 

What a lovely memory. Final question, what are your thoughts about the future of Firwood 

Waterloo? 

 

I am very confident that we have the right people on the Board to get Waterloo back to what we 

have always been - a friendly and ‘together’ club.  Things haven’t always been like that. Down the 

years we have spent a fortune on coaches with limited success, but we have not always used the 

talent through the squads we have to benefit the club.  Other clubs have benefitted from their 

coaching expertise and we should have found a way to keep them in-house.  We need to address 

this though our internal structures.  There always has been a ‘Waterloo way’ of doing things and 

once we get rid of this COVID-19 thing we will get back to the ways that I always associate with 

Waterloo. 

 

Gareth Hopkin, thank you very much. 

 

Footnote 



Since publication Lol Connor has added an additional memory 

“I’m amazed Gareth forgot that we beat Bath away in the Premiership and I scored.  Maybe he 

wanted to forget, as he left the ground in the last ten minutes as the tension was too much for him. 

He maintains that it was to get some Christmas shopping in Boots . . .” 

 

Some photos from Gareth's collection 

 

Geoff Jackson – Keith Lunt – Mike Cain – Mal Billingham – Lol Connor – Frank Blackhurst – Nick 

Spavin – Ivan Dunn – Paddy Conroy 

Ian Pass – Steve Christopherson – John Richards (President) – Gareth Hopkin (Captain) – Phil Mahon 

– Mick Daley 

Chris Shelley – Bryan Owens 

 

One of the all-conquering teams of the 80s 

Steve Christopherson – Ian Aitchison – Paul Jenkins – Nigel Wilkinson – Sean Gallagher – Nick Allott – 

Dave Reed – Chris Dew – Steve Peters – Mike Molyneux 

Ged Poynton – Bob Atlay – Bobby Tinsley – Jim Sydall – Lol Connor – Dave Carfoot – Jeff Tickle – 

Gareth Hopkin – Frank Clarke 



Maurice Cotter – John Whitehead 

 

Waterloo after beating the Baa Baas in 1982 

Lol Connor – Gareth Hopkin – Jim Sydall – Mike Leach (Wales B) 

 

Graham Mourie (NZ captain) – Gareth Hopkin – Murray Mexted (NZ) 

 


